THE TURN AROUND POINT IS JUST AFTER THE 4 MILE POINT ALONG PORTWAY

ON COURSE MUSIC
1. RSVP DRUMMERS
2. BATALA SAMBA
3. CHAI FOR ALL
4. ILU KNE
5. BLOCO B
6. DANNY WHITE

CHEERING ZONE
1. BRASSLINE CHOIR
2. GRAND APPEAL

ACTIVATION ZONES
Beats Boost
These classic dance tracks will give you a boost as you power towards your goal – expect a taste of breaking beats and another burst of energy.

Activation Zones
If you’re looking for a carnival atmosphere then this is where it’s at!
Expect the sound of the drums, the cheers, the music and of course the high energy.

.Filters
Heart will be providing the ultimate party throughout the day!
Their awesome DJ truck will give you an extra dose of motivation as you enter the final mile PLUS their live DJ will be pumping out a high energy set in the Apres Run zone.

Join us at our inclusive cheer zone celebrating and welcoming the LGBTQ+ community.

An interactive zone with a brand new experience making the atmosphere exciting and memorable for everyone.
Join us at the interactive space and you can set up your karaoke classics to sing and create a community feeling.
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